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2. THE ETYMOLOGY OF THE NAME BABAR.

Bdbar appears to be a lengthened form of the word
j*>, babar or bibar, and is commonly explained as meaning
' tiger.' In our Persian and Hindustani dictionaries the
word j*i is rendered both as ' lion' and as ' tiger ' ; while
Lane, in his Arabic dictionary, gives as one explanation of
the word, " a certain Indian animal, stronger than the lion,
between which and the lion and leopard, or panther, exists
hostility." He also says that the word is foreign, or
Persian. The word occurs several times in Jahangir's
Memoirs, and in one place, B.M. MS. Add. 26,215, p. 245a,
he distinguishes it from the j^>, sher or tiger, and speaks
of having had both these dissected in order to find the cause
of their courage. It seems to me that he understood the
word as meaning 'leopard,' and as he speaks on more than
one occasion of having despatched the babar by a single
shot, it probably was a smaller animal than the tiger. la
one place in Afghanistan, either Babar's tomb or the entrance
of the inscription-cave described by Darmesteter, two leopards
are sculptured, which seems to show that Babar was supposed
to mean 'leopard.' In Zend the word is bawri, and in
Balfour's Cyclopaedia and Jerdou's " Mammals of India,"
p. 99, the form bibla is given. Is not, then, the word the
same as the Greek /3a\io?, which appears in Latin as
varius, and means ' the spotted' ? In Anglo-Indian slang
the leopard and the tiger are commonly distinguished as
"spots and stripes." The word may also be connected with
the Greek pardos or pardalis.

H. BEVERIDGE.
May 5, 1900.

3. PAHLAVI WORDS, DEEIVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE.

Bombay.
May 3,1900.

DEAR SIR,—With reference to the Pahlavi words akhtman
(akhta) and nishman (nishk) as they are used in passages such
as the following, I submit for the criticism of the members
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of the Royal Asiatic Society a brief nole suggestive of
their special significations in the respective quotations
given below.

These Pahlavi passages, which occur in (1) Yddgdr-i-
Zartrdn, § 65, and in (2) Ardd-i-Virdf, chap, ii, §§ 1-2,
run thus :—

(1) " Va akhar yemalelunid Kai-Vishtasp-Shah aigh hat
hamak bend va akh va vispuhragan i li, Kai-Vishtasp-Shah,
va zakich i Hutos, zyam akhtd va nishd, mun min bend
vad bentd 30 azash zarf yekavimunec?, hamak yemilunt
yehevund; adinam dend avizak Din i Mazdaiasnan chi-
gunam min Auharmazd mekabluut bara la shedkunam."

(2) " Va 6\& Viraf rai 7 akhtd yehevund, va oldshan kola, 7
akhtdan Viraf chigun nishd yehevunt humand."

The translators hitherto of these citations have, in their
interpretations, attached to the two words ahhtk and nishk
the ordinary meanings of ' sister' and ' wife' in which
they are generally used in Pahlavi. But I believe that these
two words have distinct readings and significations in the
texts above-mentioned. The decipherment in the first case
is not zyam akhtk va nishk, " who is my sister and wife," but
zyam khajti mun nishk. Here the two words khajid and mun
are joined together in the original text by an ignorant
copyist to form the commonly known word akhtman, which
means ' sister.'

In the first passage the word akhtman in the text is
properly khajid plus mun (the latter can also be read man,
a pronoun sometimes used in Pahlavi as the Pazend synonym
of the Huzvaresh li).

The word khajid is derived from the Avesta hva, ' s e l f
(Skt. sva), and chi (Skt. chi), ' to choose.' Literally, it
means ' chosen by one's self.' I t is identical with the
modern Persian khazidan or khiizidan, which signifies ' to
invite to marriage' or ' to solicit for the hand of a maiden.'1

Hence my version of the Pahlavi text (1) is :—

1 See under the word, Maulawi Fazl-i-Ali's Dictionary, p. 237.
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" And afterwards the king Kai- Visht&sp spoke thus :—
' If all the sons, and brothers, and princes of mine, (who am)
Kai Vishtasp Shah, and of Hufos, who was chosen by myself
(to be my spouse), (and) who (was married to me and) is my
wife, and by whom are begotten 30, including sons and
daughters; (if they) are to die together, then (too) I shall
not forsake this sacred Mazdayasnian Revelation such as
I have accepted from Auharmazd.' "

The Pahlavi expression zyam khajid suggests to us that
the courting or solicitation for the hand of a maiden was
not unknown to the Iranians in the age of the Avesta. The
failure of such a solicitation does not seem to have been
uncommon, as the highest power, like King Vishtasp,
emphatically expresses the successful result of his courtship
in his subsequent connubial union with Hutds.

In the second Pahlavi passage quoted above, the word
nfehk is not used in its ordinary import of ' wife' or
' woman,' but it seems to be, as in other Pahlavi MSS.,
an erroneous reading of the original nhmd or nhman, which
means ' soul,' ' life,' ' vital power,' etc. (cf. S.B.E., vol. xxxvii,
chap, xiv, § 1). This much discussed passage can therefore
be rendered : " Viraf had seven sisters, and all these seven
were unto Viraf as dear as (his) soul."

A further progress in the decipherment and interpretation
of more Pahlavi texts will, I hope, enable us to throw
better light on such ambiguous and obscure Pahlavi words
and expressions.—Yours sincerely,

DARAB DASTUR PESHOTAN SANJANA.

4. SANTAK OR SIGN-SIGNATURES IN INDIA.

SIR,—Perhaps some of the readers of your Journal may
kindly help me to obtain further information as to the
origin of the santaks or marks used to attest the signatures
of illiterate persons in some parts of India, and as to the
use of similar marks in other countries.
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